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1. Introduction. In its most abstract form the fundamental ques-

tion concerning nonmeasurability is the question of the existence of

measurable cardinals (see [7, p. 307]). If a cardinal fr$ is not measur-

able then a nontrivial totally finite measure cannot be defined on the

power set of K. Thus for such a measure defined on subsets of {*$ we

are assured of the existence of nonmeasurable sets. One reason why

it might be desirable to take a less abstract approach to nonmeasur-

ability is the following. While the existence of measurable cardinals

has come to appear quite plausible (see [l, pp. 80, 81] and [7, p.

307]), for a more restricted class of measures it may yet always be

possible to find nonmeasurable sets regardless of the cardinality of

the underlying space. For example in [4, pp. 226, 227] it is shown that

every nondiscrete locally compact group contains a subset that is

nonmeasurable under every left translation invariant extension of

left Haar measure.

In this paper, assuming the axiom of choice, we shall demonstrate

the existence of nonmeasurable sets for any nontrivial regular mea-

sure defined on a locally compact Hausdorff space. In the case when

the space is a metric space this problem has been solved (see [5, p.

146] or [4, pp. 218, 219]), but the methods do not seem amenable to

direct generalization. We shall obtain our result by constructing a

suitable continuous function from the space in question to the unit

interval.

2. Preliminaries. Throughout, P will be a locally compact

Hausdorff topological space. The families of compact and open sub-

sets of P will be denoted by C and ft, respectively. The o--algebra

generated by ft, i.e., the Borel sets, will be denoted by 03. If (P, 3TC, u)

is a measure space, p will be called regular iff:

(i) 03 C91Ï ;
(ii) m(C)<°°> for all CQQ;
(Hi) u(0)=sup{p(C)\CQO, CQe} forallOGft;
(iv) u(A)=inl{ß(0)\AQO, OQ(x\ for all ^G^IL

This definition of regularity is taken from [5, p. 177]. It reduces to

that given in [3, p. 224] when P is <7-compact and 03 = 9TC. If /x is regu-

lar, AQ^il, and p(AC\C)=0 for every CQQ we shall call A locally

/¿-null (see [5, p. 122]).
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If (X, 311, p) is a measure space, a set A G3TC will be called an atom

inp(A)>0 and/or every £G3Il with £ 04, m(£) =0 or p(A -B) =0.
If A and £ are members of 3TC we shall call A and £ equivalent iff

ju((.<4 — B)\J(B— A)) =0. Two atoms ^4 and £ are plainly equivalent

iftp(AC\B)>0.
For an arbitrary subset Q of £ we shall let dQ stand for the topo-

logical boundary of Q in £ and Q~ stand for the closure of Q in £.

3. The results. If (£, 3TC, p) is a measure space and p a regular

measure any singleton of positive measure must be an atom. Our

first result indicates that, except possibly for locally /x-null sets, the

atoms of a regular measure must be equivalent to singleton atoms.

3.1. Theorem. Let (£, 311, p) be a measure space where p is regular.

Then every atom is either locally p-null or equivalent to a singleton atom.

Proof. Let A be an atom and suppose A is not locally ju-null. Then

there is a CGC with p(Ai~\C)>0 and hence A and AC\C must be

equivalent atoms. Thus it will be sufficient to show that AC\C is

equivalent to some singleton atom. Now A f~\C will be equivalent to a

singleton which is an atom if and only if there is an xEAC\C with

p( {x} ) >0. We shall show that there is such an x. Let iF be the family

of compact subsets of A C\C with positive measure. It is a consequence

of the regularity of p and the finiteness of p(AC\C) that ff is non-

empty. Since ÍF is a family of equivalent atoms it also has the finite

intersection property. We conclude that flCF is a nonempty compact

set. The proof will be completed by showing that HiF is a singleton

and p(C\S)>0. Suppose x, yGfiï with xj^y. Let C'Gff and choose an

open neighborhood 0 of x such that yEO. Since C is an atom either

/x(C'-O)=0or/i(C'nO)=0. lip(C'-O)=0 then p(C'i\O)>0 and
by the regularity of p there must be a C"E'S with C"EC'C\0. In this

case yG^liF, a contradiction. On the other hand if p(C'C\0) =0 then

¡x(C'-O)>0and C-0E5 and xGHff, a contradiction. It follows
that fliF is a singleton. To see that p(C)5)>0, let OGû with DfJCO.

Then there is a finite subfamily S of ff with PISCO. But we must also

have DSGiF. Thus p(0) ^p(CiS,) =p(AC\C)>0. Employing the regu-

larity of jlí, we have

p(0 Í) = inf {p(0) | fl ? C 0, 0 E ß} è p(A H C) > 0.

This result is of independent interest. It is an open question

whether a locally /i-null set can be an atom. If the space is para-

compact, however, this question is easily settled in the negative by

applying a result given in [2, p. 241] which indicates that a locally
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compact paracompact space is a disjoint union of open <r-compact

subspaces.

In order to apply Theorem 3.1 to our problem we shall need the

following lemma which appears as an exercise in [3, p. 174]. The

reader will find no difficulty in constructing a proof by the method of

exhaustion.

3.2. Lemma. Let (X, 3TC, p) be a measure space which has no atoms.

Let AQffl. with p(A)< ». Then if Ogr^l there is a set BQW with

p(B)=rß(A).

Let \(P, 9TC,-, Mi)}i"i be a family of measure spaces with each ¿u¿

regular. We shall let (P stand for the family of all open sets 0 such that

Pi(dO)=0, i = l, 2, • • ..

3.3. Lemma. The family (P is closed under finite unions.

Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that if {0<}?_i is a

finite subfamily of <P then d(U?_i 0<) CU?_i d0{.

3.4. Lemma. The family <P is a base for the topology of P.

Proof. Let xQP and let OQft with xQO. We must find an open

subset V with xQVQO and pi(d V) = 0 for each i. By local compact-

ness we may choose a compact neighborhood C of x with CQO. If

dC=0 we let V=C. If dC9é0 then {x} and dC are disjoint non-

empty closed subsets of C. Since C is a normal space in the relative

topology, we may apply Urysohn's lemma (see [6, p. 115]) to obtain

a continuous function <p mapping C into the unit interval and satis-

fying <b(x) =0 and <b(y) =1 lor all yQdC. Let r be any number with

0<r<l. Then $-1([0, r]) is a closed subset of C and hence a closed

subset of P. Similarly <£_1([0, r)) is an open subset of C—dC and hence

an open subset of P. It follows that ^-'([O, r])C0-1([O> A)

—<p-1( [0, r)) =0-1(O- We need only find an r, 0 <r < 1, with Pi(<l>-l(r))

= 0 for each i. We may then set F=<£_1([0, r]). To see that there is

such an r we first note that {^_1(r)| 0<r<l} is a family of pairwise

disjoint closed subsets of C. Now for a particular i, ßi(C) is finite and

hence there can only be a countable number of r's, 0<r<l, with

ßi(<t>-1(r))>0. Thus for all but a countable number of r's, 0<r<l, we

must have Mi(0-1(r)) = 0 for all i. The result follows.

The following is a type of measure-theoretic extension of Urysohn's

lemma. The formulation we give is entirely adequate for our purposes

though various generalizations are possible.

3.5. Lemma. If P is compact and ßi(\x}) = 0 for each i and each
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xEP, then there is a continuous function f mapping P into the unit

interval I with M»(/_1(r)) = Ofor each i and each rEL

Proof. We begin with a preliminary construction. Let i he a fixed

positive integer and let £CO where £GC and OE ft- By our hypoth-

eses and Theorem 3.1, p¡ has no atoms. Since £ is compact, p,(0—F)

is finite and by Lemma 3.2 we can choose as et BEO—F such that

Pi(B) = (l/2)pi(0—F). By the regularity of ju¿ there is a compact set

CC£ with Pi(C) = (l/2)pi(B). Again by regularity we can choose an

open set QEO such that pa(Q-(F\JQ) ^(l/4)pi(0-F). By the nor-
mality of the space we may choose an open set Q' with (Q')~EO and

(F\JC)EQ'. Then again pi(Qi\Q'- (FVJ Q) ^(l/4)/i,(0-£). Now(P
is closed under finite unions and is a base for the topology of £ by

Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 and since FKJC is compact there is an £G(P

with F\JCEREQr\Q'- For this £, FERER~E0,

Pi(R-F) = pi(R-(F U O) + Pi(C) Ú (l/A)pi(0-F) + p((B)

á (1/4W0-F) + (1/2W0-F) = (3/i)pi(0-F),

and

Pi(0-R) Ú Pi(0 - (FVJC)) = pi(0-F) - pi(C) Û Pi(0-F) - (l/2)ßi(B)

= Pi(0-F) - (l/i)pi(0-F) = (3/4)Mi(0-F).

Using the axiom of choice we shall associate with each positive integer

i and pair of sets FEQ and OECt with FEO, a definite £ obtained in

the manner just described and denoted by R(i, F, 0).

As a second step let w stand for the set of positive integers and let

g: co—>coXío be a bijection. Then if it: coXw—»w is the projection onto

the first coordinate and h = 7r o g, h: w—no and for each nEco, h_1(n) is

an infinite set. For each pair of integers « and i let m(n, i) stand for

the number of integers in /z_1(/) which are less than or equal to n.

Thus for each i, lim„ m(n,i)= <x>.

We now employ the functions £ and h to construct the function/.

If £ is a singleton there is nothing to prove, hence, we shall suppose £

contains at least two distinct points Xo and Xi. Let D stand for the

dyadicrationalsin [0, °o).Set F[t] =PiortED,t>l, £[l] =£- {xi},

and £[0] = {xo}. In general for 0<i<l with tED we can write i

= (2w + l)2_n and this representation is unique. We complete the

definition of the £[i]'s, tED, by recursion on ». If » = 1 we must have

i=l/2 andweset£[l/2]=£(Â(l), (£[0])~, £[l]). For larger » we set

F[(2m + 1)2-«] = R(h(n), (F[m2-^-^])-, F[(m + l)2-<«-1>]).

The function / is then defined by
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f(x) = inl{t Q D\ x Q F[t]}

lor all xQP. The continuity of/ follows in the usual way (see [6, p.

114]). We proceed to prove by induction on « that

ßi(F[(2m + 1)2""] - F[2w2-»]) ^ (3/A)^"^ßi(P),

and

ßi(F[(2m + 2)2-"] - F[(2m + 1)2-"]) è (3/A)^-^ßi(P).

The   inequalities   plainly   hold   when   « = 1.   Assume   them   for

« —1 ̂ 1. Then

ßi(F[(2m + 1)2-"] - F[2m2-"] = ßi(F[(2m + 1)2""] - (F[2w2""])-)

g   (3/4)(m(n,¡)-m(n-l,¿))M.(-jp[(OT +  l)^«"«]  - F[m2~^^])

^ (3/4)«<»-«w(/0

and similarly pi(F[(2m + 2)2-n]-F[(2m + l)2-n])^(3/A)m,-n^ßi(P).

For rQIJ-^r) = (1í>r F[i] -U«r F[i] and it is not difficult to see that

ßi(f~Kr)) ú2(3/A)m<-n-»pi(P) lor each «. Thus M¿(/_1W) =0 for each i.

Important for our construction of nonmeasurable sets is the follow-

ing lemma which appears as an exercise in [5, p. 146] and is there

credited to F. Bernstein. We leave the proof to the reader.

3.6. Lemma. Let I be the unit interval with the usual topology. Then

there is a subset S of I such that the cardinal of any closed subset of S or

I —Sis at most No-

If (X, 9TC, u) is a measure space and YQX we shall let

ß*(Y) = inf{u(,4) \ AQm.,YQ A}

and

M*(F) = sup{u(4) \AQVK,AQY}.

The numbersß*(Y) and p*(Y) are called the outer and inner measure

of F, respectively (see [3, p. 58]).

3.7. Theorem. Let {(P, 3TI¿, /u<)}<li be a family of measure spaces

with each ßi regular. Further suppose ßi(P) > Ofor each i and pi( {x} ) = 0

for each i and each xQP. Then there is a subset T of P such that T

££U,™ 1 3TC,-. If P is compact T may be so chosen that p*(T) = ju,-(P) and

Pit(T) = 0 for each i.

Proof. We begin by considering the case when P is compact. Let 5

be a subset of 7 with the properties described in Lemma 3.6 and let

f: P->7 be as in Lemma 3.5. Set T^f-^S). Then P-F=/-1(7-5).
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It will be sufficient to show that Pit(T) =pit(P — T) =0 for each i. By

symmetry we need only show Pi^(T) =0 for each i. Suppose pit(T)>0

for some i. Then by the regularity of ju,- there must be a compact set

Cwith CCFand|Ui(C)>0. Since Pi(f_1(r)) =0 for each rQI, we must

have Cr\f-1(r)9£0 for an uncountable number of rQI. Thus/(C) is

an uncountable closed subset of S, which is a contradiction.

There remains the case when P is not compact. We choose a se-

quence of compact sets from P in the following manner. Let G be a

compact set with jui(G)>0. Suppose all C,'s up to Cn have been

chosen. Then if /in+i(U?=i C<) =0 let Cn+Ï he a compact set with C„+i

r\(U?_i d)=0 and Mn+i(C«+i)>0. Otherwise let Cn+i = 0. We next
choose a corresponding sequence {F„}™=1. If C„ = 0 let Tn = 0. If

Cn7é0 let Tn be a subset of C„ which is not measurable by any ¿i,-

with p.¿(G)>0. Let r = U£.i Tn. If T were measurable by /*,- so would

Tn = Tf~\Ctt be for each «, which is not the case. Thus TQU^=1 3TÍ,-.
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